
 
Finally A Reliable Place To Turn For Website Traffic Help,  

Stealth Traffic System 
 

 
Businesses doing any kind of Internet marketing today need to be able to monitor and 
analyze their own website traffic, as mega giant of the tech industry Microsoft* points 
out. Because just as any business wouldn’t set up any type of marketing for their 
company without monitoring its effectiveness, they shouldn’t with web marketing, either. 
Yet many do or have difficulties monitoring their stats because of continual changes in 
technology and the Internet.  
 
However, now there is finally a reliable place to turn for website traffic help. 
 
“During the early days of Internet marketing, you could pretty much build a simple site 
around some basic keywords, and then traffic would come,” said Keith Baxter, CEO of 
Stealth Traffic Systems, the step-by-step blueprint to generate massive amounts of traffic. 
“But as more sites popped up and search engines evolved, so did Internet marketing, 
making it nearly impossible to quickly get targeted leads to your site without other 
Internet marketing strategies and tools to analyze their effectiveness .”  
 

Web Analytics  
 
Web analytical tools can be very helpful for businesses. For example, entrepreneurs who 
spend a lot on search engine ads need to analyze which keywords bring the most and best 
traffic to their websites and which search engines bring the most traffic. However, they’ll 
also want some independent traffic analysis capability to help locate any defects in their 
websites, find out what visitors like and dislike about their sites, and among many other 
things, help detect fraud. 
 
“Many advertisers and marketers relying heavily on revenue programs like Google™ 
Adsense and other pay-per-click (PPC) campaigns to both sell products and generate 
income,” explained Baxter. “And it’s also no secret that there’s a negative side to this 
activity, click fraud.” 
 
Click fraud can drastically skyrocket ad bills resulting in services like Alexa to help 
measure traffic. However, each service tool has its blind spot “making side-by-side 
comparisons vastly more confusing.”**  
 

Stealth Traffic System 
 
There is finally a reliable place to turn for website traffic help now. With a new 
affordable online subscription to the Stealth Traffic System, created by Keith Baxter, 
Internet marketers can gain instant access to a variety of constantly updated web 
analytical tools and much more.  
 



 
Keith Baxter is the founded and one of the most respected traffic and SEO how-to 
mastermind groups still active on the Internet today, featured at nothingheldback.com .  
Directly responsible for the successes of three of the hottest search engine manipulation 
programs on the net today; Niche Monster, Ranking Power and Traffic Monkey, Baxter 
is a regular "Top Affiliate" for many programs offered through Linkshare and 
Commission Junction.  
 
With his latest Stealth Traffic System, Baxter’s members get to discover the exact 
strategies to steadily increase traffic, boost your profits and automate business operations 
– plus continual updates to keep up with technological and Internet changes. 
 
“Most (website) traffic gurus want to sell you “yesterday's news” for thousands of 
dollars,” said Baxter. “They'll sell you a system or a program that worked like 
gangbusters last year…heck, right up until the moment it hit the market. But the moment 
the public gets access, everything falls apart.”  
 
Stealth Traffic System is refreshingly different. With a subscription to Stealth Traffic 
System, members gain instant access to: 
 

• A Complete Traffic System  
• Traffic Videos  
• Exclusive Traffic, Conversion and Marketing Articles 
• Exclusive Podcasts With Traffic Experts  
• Traffic Builders Discussion Group  
• Weekly Newsletter Covering Traffic, Conversion, and Marketing Online 

 
So for those Internet marketers who could use a hand with improving their website 
traffic, there is finally a reliable place to turn for help. They can leave the continual 
changes in technology and the Internet up to Baxter’s Stealth Traffic System, the holy 
grail of traffic tactics, and focus on other things instead. 
 
Learn more at http://www.stealthtrafficsystem.com or contact Keith Baxter C/O  
Gibble LLC, 526 Kingwood Dr., Suite 165, Kingwood, TX 77339, USA.  
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